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Uei dolce guerriero,
ti mando questo articolo per il sito parte inglese.
Il titolo e' quello scritto in alto. I disegni li puoi allargare e colorare meglio se vuoi
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Paradigm shift from a UNIMINDED to a PLURIMINDED structure.
By Beppe Robiati - EBBF co-founder
Our generation is operating in a transitional period, moving from one model
of thinking to a totally opposite one.
Until not so long ago people living in a family structure, or in companies, or
regions or in political states, always had a reference point identified as their
leader or boss. The head of the family, the head class, the head of
University, the company chief and head of state and so on.
All of the educational, formative and consultative part was filtered by the
"head" and individuals who were not connected to the system that
surrounded them, their only channel was one of these "heads" who filtered
information according to the circumstances.
The attached scheme is called UNIMINDED - one single mind - it shows
this structural state, and imagining it as an hydraulic circuit, once all
channels were filled, pouring more water from the top does not allow the
water (information) to circulate, because it is blocked in points A, B, C so
that once the pressure of information becomes higher, the entire system is
no longer able to cope and explodes.

The circle represents the system: family
system, company system, state system etc.
The various members in the system (A,B,C) are completely depandant
upon the Head both in terms of information and training flows. People are
therefore unable to grow...
For reasons that derive from the evolution of human society we are
gradually abandoning the unmininded system in favour of a PLURIMINDED
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system where the individuals forming the family, company, political national
systems are the same but the intention changes.
Individuals are connected directly without filters. Non only that but thanks to
modern communication systems, telecommunications, internet, ease of
travel, people are independently searching for and finding information
putting into action a global system of interconnection and interdisciplinary
that allows us to enter into a holistic Pluriminded vision .

Here we see the same system mentioned in
the previous diagram, but it becomes evident how the components are now
directly linked to the entire system and interlinked between them.
This allows a direct flow of information, a personal search for the truth and
an interrelationship and interdisciplinary exchange that allows a growth of
awareness for all components.
The graph on the left, whilst maintaining identical components, sees a
change in the interaction and if we were to pour water (information) into a
metaphorical hydraulic system, water will always find a way to circulate and
to refresh the entire system avoiding the risk shown in the previous model
of a congestion and subsequent explosion and termination of the structure.
All systems that do not adapt and move to the new vision risk major
problems and ultimately face extinction.
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